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High-Resolution Geoacoustic Characterization of the 
Seafloor U sing a Subbottom Profiler 

in the Gulf of Lion 
Gwladys Theuillon, Yann Stéphan, and Anne Pacault 

Abstract-Subbottom profilers are cornmonly used to explore the 
first sediment layers below the seaffoor. Recent narrowbeam pro~ 
filers achieve improved performances in terms of signalato~noise 
ratio (SNR) and resolution. Thus, the potential of these systems 
for near reaI-time geoacoustic characterization of sediments is 
high and is worth being specifically explored. This paper presents 
several methods to estimate geoacoustic parameters snch as the 
absorption, the reflectivity, and the irnpedance contrast. These 
procedures are tested against real data coUected with the SBP 
120 subbotlom profiler during the CALIbration MEthodology for 
Recognition of the Ocean botlom (CALIMERO) experiment. It is 
shown that the absorption and impedance contrast estimates are 
fully consistent with in situ measurements, which tends to confirm 
the possibility of near real~time characterization of sediment 
layers. 

Index Terms-Absorption, Eckart's model, geoacoustic inver~ 
sion, impedance contrast, spectral ratio, subbottom profiler. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE geoacoustic characterization of the seaftoor and the 
sedimentary layers can be obtained from a large panel 

of observation systems such as sidescan sonars, multibeam 
echosounders, 'seismic profilers, or geoacoustic inversion sys
tems. However, none of these systems on its own is able to 
fully infer the geoacoustic parameters. Combining all systems 
is then an attractive idea provided that methods of systems 
intercalibration and data fusion can be developed. This is the 
aim of the CALIbration MEthodology for Recognition of the 
Ocean bottom (CALIMERO) .project [1] jointly condncted 
by Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine 
(SHOM, Brest, France) and the French Institute for Research 
and Sea Exploration (IFREMER, Plouzané, France). The first 
step of the CALIMERO project is to collect a reference data 
set with the largest panel of available instruments and develop 
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geoacoustic characterization procedures, specifie to eac.h in
strument. The second step, which is still way ahead, consists 
in merging data and developing ad hoc data fusion methods 
to take advantage of the complementarity and redundancy of 
the systems to reconstruct a unique 3-D image of the bottom 
surface and interior sublayers. 

In this paper, we focus on the use of a subbottom profiler to 
estimate geoacoustic parameters such as the absorption and re
ftection coefficients, the impedance contrast, and microrough
ness. The motivation ofthis work lies in the fact that geoacoustic 
parameters are generally difficult to obtain. On one hand, the 
measurement on the in situ samples is local, heavy, and destruc
tive. On the other hand, the geoacoustic inversion systems in 
a "through-the-sensor" fashion [2]-[6] are attractive, but they 
sufter from poor sensitivity and nonuniqueness. Moreover, the 
instrumentation is still relatively heavy to handle. In this work, 
we aim to evaluate the potential of subbottom profilers, gener
ally handy and mountable on small ships or even autonomous 
underwater vehicles (AVV s), to provide bottom parameters esti
mates hopefully in near real-time for each sediment layer along 
a track. This work is a contribution to Rapid Environmental 
Assessment (REA). which is basically a military concept to 
rapidly and accurately support naval operations in poorly known 
environments. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the experi
mental setop is described. An overview of the CALIMERO ex
periment is presented and the data recorded by the subbottom 
profiler are described. Section ID deals with the methods that 
have been developed to process subbottom profiler data. First, 
we present an algorithm for automatic reflector detection and 
tracking; this algorithm is driven by a Markov random field 
approach. Then, we present the inversion methods for absorp
tion, the impedance contrast, and microroughness, The inver
sion of the absorption coefficient relies on spectral ratio anal
ysis. The impedance contrast and microroughness are derived 
from the reflection coefficient given by Eckart's classical mode!. 
Section IV presents the results on the CALIMERO data set. The 
results are compared to ground truth measurement and other 
sensors to prove the validity of the proposed methods. Conclu
sions and perspectives are drawn in Section V. 

II. CALIMERO EXPERlMENT AND SBP 120 MAIN FEATURES 

A. The CALIMERO Experiment Area 

The CALIMERO experiment took place in the Gulf of Lion, 
on the southern coast of France (see location in Fig. 1). Three 
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Fig. 1. Map of the CALIMERO area. Three areas (A, B, and C) were surveyed. 

areas, with different bathymetric and sedimentary features, were 
surveyed; each area was about 10 x 10 km2 • 

- Area A is a shallow water area (30-80-m depth) close to 
the French coast; south of the Rhône river delta. It features 
a very flat topography, the depth difference corresponding 
to the overall slope of the continental shelf towards the 
southwestern direction. The only noticeable bathymetric 
event is a strip of sandy waves in the middle part of the 
area. 

- Area B is located in deeper water (100-200 ml. lt is a 
graduai transition from sandy to muddy seafloors from 
north to south. It features a local rising, the so-called 
Roche de Sète, which corresponds to a very porous coarse 
sand conglomerate. Gently sloping globally, the area in the 
southwestern corner intersects the head of Aude Canyon, 
with a much more uneven topography. The area is cen
tered on the PRomess Gulf of Lion 2 (PRGL-2) drilling 
point of the PROfiles across MEditerranean Sedimentary 
Systems (PROMESS) project [7]. 

~ Area C is located over the river Aude canyon. It features 
very strong slopes with depth varying between 150 and 
550 m. The area is centered on the PRGL-I drilling point 
of the PROMESS project. 

B. Data Acquisition Methodology 

Three complementary cruises have been eondueted over the 
three areas: 

-CALIMERO-I, onboard the French Navy Hydrographie 
and Oceanographie Vessel Beautemps-Beaupré in 
September 2004; 

-CALIMERO-2, onboard IFREMER Oceanographie 
Vessel Le Suroît in May 2005; 

-CALIMERO-3, onboard IFREMER Oceanographie 
Vessel L'Atalante in September 2006. 

The iuterest of using several ships was to operate as many 
systems as possible. The list of available measurements is 
given in Fig. 2; three multibeam echosounders operating at 

different frequencies, a sidescan sonar, several high-resolution 
seismic equipments, and a very low-frequency (VLF) trans
mission system (a towed source and a bottom moored vertical 
line array) were used. Hydrological measurements (currents, 
sound-speed profiles, tides, etc.) and sedimentary measure
ments (grabs and cores) were also collected. 

The surveyed tracks on the three areas are represented in 
Fig. 3. 

C. The SBP 120 Subbottom Profiler 

1) Description: The SBP 120 multibeam subbottom profiler, 
developed by Kongsberg Maritime (Kongsberg, Norway) and 
installed onboard the French Navy hydro-oceanographic vessel 
Beautemps-Beaupré, operates with two large arrays used for 
emission and reception mounted in a Mills cross configuration. 
At 4 kHz, the resulting two-way beam pattern is 3° x 3°. The 
frequency band of the system is 2.5-7 kHz. Although various 
signal types can be emitted, linear chirps are most commonly 
used because of their good performance in terms of signal-to
noise ratio (SNR) improvement. A detailed description of the 
SBP 120 subbottom profiler is given in [8] and [9]. 

2) Performance.~ For chirp signais, the nominal vertical time 
resolution is given by 1/ B, where B is the frequency bandwidth. 
Theoretically, for linear frequency modulations between 2.5 and 
7 kHz, the resolution is about 0.22-ms two-way time (TWT), 
which corresponds to 17. cm for a sound speed of 1500 mis. 
Experimentally, vertical resolutions lower than 0.35 ms have 
been actually observed on recordings. 

The use of a large array for transmission with up to 96 trans
ducers provides a high source level (above 220 dB re 1 l'Pa 
@ 1 m in the frequency band), a high directivity, and a good 
SNR. The theoretical penetration depth was estimated using 
sonar equation for a homogeneous horizontal layer of sediments 
lying on a hard basement. Detailed results showing the penetra
tion depth as a function of sediment absorption are presented in 
[9]; these results are consistent with the penetration up to 100 fi 
actually achieved at sea in soft sedimentso 
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Fig. 2. Sensors operated dur:ing the CALIMERO experiment with corresponding frequencies. 

3) Acquisition Configuration: Subbottam profilers exploit 
the specular echo returned by the acoustic impedance discon
tinuities. It is then necessary to make sure that the echo cornes 
from the coherent reflectian. In the SBP 120 frequency band
width and for narrowbeams, the coherent component is prepon
derant compared ta the bottam scattering [10]. For the environ
ments relevant to this study. it is shown on real data in [9] that 
nonspecular backscattering from the seafloor and underlying in
terfaces is indeed a negligible part of the total energy received. 
Thus, the characterization of the geoacoustic parameters is pos
sible provided the specular echo is correctly recorded. For this 
purpose, when imaging the complex structures or the sloping 
seafloor, the size of the arrays (i.e., the number of active trans
ducers) must be reduced to increase the beamwidth, because the 
angle between the axis of the receiving beam and the specular 
direction must remain within half the beamwidth for success
fully recording the coherent reflection [8]. 

During the CALIMERO experiment. the acquisition config
uration was set as follows: 

- in area A, half of the transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) 
active transducers have been used (providing a 6° x 6° 
two-way beam pattern) to work in the far field and the 
emitted signals were 2ü-ms-Iong linear chirps; 

- in area B, a11 active transducers have been used providing 
a 3° x 3° two-way beam pattern and the emitted signaIs 
were 4ü-ms-long linear chirps~ 

- in area C, a quarter of Tx and Rx active transducers have 
been used (providing a 12° x 12° two-way beam pattern) 
to record correctly the reflected signal on sloping seafloors 
and the emitted signaIs were 40-ms-long tinear chirps. 

4) Preprocessing: During the acquisition, raw data have 
been recorded after beamforming. Before estimating the geoa-

coustic parameters, several preprocessing steps are applied. 
First, raw data are corrected from the source level, the receiving 
sensitivity, and the receiver gains. Then, the time series are 
obtained by cross couelating the received signal with the the
oretical emitted chirp. Finally, a correction of the geometrical 
spreading is applied. An example of acquisition along a track 
is given in Fig. 4. 

5) Calibration: The source level, the receiving sensitivity, 
and the receiver gains were measured by the manufacturer in a 
tank (the measurement of the source level with a 12° x 12° beam 
and separate measurements of the sensitivity and preamplifier 
gain of a few receiving transducers). The source level used for 
processing was extrapolated from the 12° x 12° beam measure
ments ta a 3° x 3° and a 6° x 6° beam. The error for the source 
level might be quite important: with large anays. the far-field 
conditions are difficult to reach. especially for high frequen
cies. Moreover, reverberation in the measurement tank might 
also have distorted the results. particularly at low frequencies. 
so the source level of the array after integration on the hull could 
be different from the level measured. 

The receiver sensitivity used for processing was estimated 
with the mean value of the available measurements. Sorne 
recordings of raw data before beamforming show that the 
sensitivity of the 64 receiving transducers is quite similar 
and this approximation seems to be acceptable. However, this 
sensitivity could have changed after integration of the array on 
the hull, and once again, the values for the low frequencies 
are not reliable because of the limitation in the measurement 
facilities. 

As will be shawn below, no level calibration is needed ta 
estimate the absorption coefficient because the latter can be 
deduced from spectral ratios (cf .• Section IIl-C for detailed 
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Fig. 3. Navigation and bathymetry (meters) of the tines recorded over the three areas. (a) CALIMERO area A~tracks and corresponding depth (meters). 
(b) CALIMERO area B-tracks and corresponding depth (meters). (c) CALIMERO area C-tracks and corresponding depth (meters). 

methodology). At the opposite end, a calibration procedure 
is required ta quantify the reflection coefficient from which 
the impedance contrast can be derived (cf., Section III-B for 
detailed methodology). Ta ensure the reliability and the validity 
of ~e manufacturer' s measurements on the whole spectra, cross 
correlations have been drawn between the acoustic recordings 
obtained by the SBP 120 and the in situ measurements by 
comparing the impedance contrast estimated from the SBP 
120 data and those measured in the sampled sediments. The 
conclusions were that significant discrepancy could happen at 
lower frequencies with errors up ta 20% as shawn in Fig. 5 at 
abscissa 2600 Hz. 

For postprocessing, it was then decided to tilter out the lowest 
band of the SBP 120. The best frequeney band is chosen as 
the one that minimizes the error between the impedance con
trasts estimated from the SBP 120 data and those derived from 
the in situ measurements (density and speed are measured in 
the sampled sediments). By tiltering the lowest frequencies, the 
mean error drops ta the minimum at 4% as shawn in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. Example of the SBP 120 seismograrn over area A: track API [see loca
tion on Fig. 3(a)]. Levels are given in decibels after the preprocessing described 
in Section II-C4 and the envelope detection. 
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Fig. 5. Determination of the best frequency band by minimizing the errar be
tween the impedance contrast estimated from the SBP 120 data (ZSBP) and 
those derived from the in situ measurements (Zin situ)' The low boundary for 
the frequency band îs taken at 2.8 kHz. 

As the mean error increases when the frequency bandwidth gets 
narrower (right-hand side of Fig. 5), ail methods are run in the 
optimal band (2.8-7 kHz) in which the impedance contrast es
timates are fully coherent with the in situ measurements. 

III. ApPROACH 

In this section, we present the theoretical approach for the 
quantitative characterization of the geoacoustic parameters from 
the SBP 120 data. 

A. Reflectors Tracking 

The first step of the geoacoustic characterization is the detec
tion and tracking of the reflectors, which indicate the geological 
structure of the seabed. An automated processing has been de
fined for this purpose. 

1) Detection of the Impedance Contrasts: After prepro
cessing and envelope detection, the signal exhibits spikes (local 
maxima), which correspond to the impedance discontinuities, 
and consequently, to the reflector positions. A conjugate gra
dient method i8 used to ca1culate the local maxima within each 
track. Only local maxima greater than a given threshold (man
ually tuned) are detected. An example of the spike detection 
results is given in Fig. 6. 

2) Tracking of the Acoustic Reflectors: The issue oftracking 
is to associate along a given track spikes detected separately 
from ping to ping. This problem is tackled using Markov 
random fields (MRFs) [Il], which are commonly used in image 
processing to represent and segment the spatial infonnation. 
The use of MRF is relevant because the refiectors in sediments 
have a spatial correlation much higher than the horizontal 
resolution of the SEP 120. 

The spatial distribution of the reflectors can be modeled by a 
lattice of data values q, where q is distributed as an MRF taking 
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Fig. 6. Detection of the impedance contrasts. (a) Detected local maxima (red 
points) are superimposed on the SBP 120 seismogram [line C8; see location in 
Fig. 3(c)]. (b) One-ping SBP 120 record and corresponding detected refiectors 
(red circles) for the trace symbolized by the white dashed Hne in Fig. 6(a). The 
detected reflectors are the local maxima above the threshold that are not isolated. 

values in il = {G, l} (q = 1 for the presence 'of a local max
imum, q = 0 otherwise). 

The energy function for an autologistic Markov model is de
fined as 

U(q) = L 
(Œ,q, - L (J,tq,qt) 

tEVs 
'#. 

(1) 

where q is distributed as an MRF taking values in il = {O, l}, 
Vs is the neighborhood structure associated to s, and Qs and 
{J,t are the parameters of the model that control the extent to 
which the neighboring points are correlated. When considering 
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Fig. 7. Chosen neighborhood for the reflector tracking. 

0:, = Cl! and fJ" = fJ, \I(s, t), the conditional distribution of q. 
\1 q E fi, can be written as follows: 

1 
p(q) = Z(Cl,fJ) exp (-U(q)) 

exp (L q, (-0: + L fJq,)) 
s tEVs 

t,,:s 

Z(o:,fJ) 
(2) 

where Z( 0:, fJ) = LqEO exp( -U(q)) corresponds to a normal
ization constant. 

Finally, the conditional distribution of q is given in 

exp (q, (-0: + ,P/q,) ) 
p( q, / q" t E V" t '" s) = ----'----'(T--"'-'---",)c'-. 

1 + exp -0: + L fJq, 
tEVs ,#. 

(3) 

The neighborhood sttncture Vs represented in Fig. 7 is rel
evant to the reflector tracking problem because reflectors of 
the previous traces are taken into account (even if the times 
of arrivai are slightly different) instead of the neighbors of the 
same trace (a reflector cannot be vertical). Such a structure talœs 
into consideration the reflector slope to optirnize the chance of 
finding a local maximum in a given trace j. 

When choosing 0: = -ln(I'/(1 - 1")) (1' > 0,1" -+ 0), the 
probability of detecting a reflector is very low when no reflector 
is detected in the neighborhood, which means q, = 0, lit E Vs, 
t '" s. and it yields 

:' exp(-Cl) 
p(q,=l/q,=O,tEV"t",s)= () =1"-+0. 

1 + exp -0: 
(4) 

In (4), l' corresponds to the probability that a new reflector 
begins. If we consider that the probability that a new reflector 
begins equals the probability that a reflector ends, we can write 

p(q, = O/q, = l,t E v"t '" s) = 
1 

c;-1-+-e-xp-(;----0:-+-2::-fJ"') = 1" 

(5) 

(6) 

The probability ta detect a retlector in trace j tends to 1 if the 
reftectors are detected in traces j - 1 and j - 2 

_ exp ( -0: + 2fJ) 
p(q, = l/q, = 1,t E V"t", s) = ( fJ) (7) 

1 + exp -Cl + 2 

p(q, = l/q, = l,t E V"t '" s) -+ 1. (8) 
0:=)3_+= 

The results of the reftector tracking algorithm are presented 
in Section IV-A. 

B. Estimation of the Reflection Coefficient, the Impedance 
Contrast, and Microroughness 

For normal incidences, if k,,- < 1 (small interface roughness), 
where k is the wave number and (]" is the seafioOf roughness 
standard deviation, coherent r~flection is prevalent compared to 
the backscattered energy [12]. As our system operates at low 
frequencies (say below 10 kIlz), il is expected to be able to es
timate the magnitude of the surface reflection coefficient accu
rately [10]. 

In these conditions, Eckart' s model that links the reflection 
coefficient to the impedance contrast and microroughness 
versus frequency is valid and can be written as [13] 

~'d_l ( (2 f)' ) ZW exp -2 ~ (]"2 

sed + 1 c 
Zw 

(9) 

where R is the reflection coefficient, Zsed/Zw is the impedance 
contrast at the sea-bottom interface, a is microroughness, and c 
the sediment sound speed. 

To estimate the impedance contrast and microroughness. the 
variation of the reflection coefficient with frequency is calcu
lated by cross correlaring the preprocessed signal with a series 
of 33 1000-Hz band chirps spanning the range between 2.8 and 
7 kIlz every 100 Hz. The corresponding result RSBP (Ii) is com
pared ta Eckart' s model over the considered frequency band, 
The impedance contrast and microroughness are the pair (ft, ~) 
that minimizes Cleast mean squares) the cost function for each 
ping as expressed in 

33 

sce(Z,,,-) = L (ReckM'(Z,,,-, fi) - RSBP(fi))' 0 (10) 
i=l 

C. Estimation of the Absorption Coefficient 

The absorption coefficient in sediments has been estimated 
using the spectral ratio method, which is based on the analysis of 
the frequency content of propagated acoustic waves. This simple 
approach has already shawn ils relevance in many applications 
[14]. [15]. 

In the frequency range used by the SBP 120, the attenuation 
coefficient of compressional waves is expected to vary linearly 
with frequency [16]. The high-frequency part of the signal is 
rapidly attenuated with the propagation range whereas 10w 
frequencies penetrate deeper. Thus, the analysis of the signal's 
frequency content with the propagation range inside sediments 
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makes it possible to estimate the absorption by compating 
spectra at different depths 

201 A 2 (f) = _{3f(d2 - d,) 
og A,(f) c (lI) 

where A, (f) and A, (f) are the spectral amplitudes at different 
depths, f is thefrequency(hertz), d, andd2 are the two-way travel 
distances (meters), c is the sound speed in the sediment layer 
(meters per second), and {3 is the absorption coefficient (dB;'\), 

As it was shawn in Section III-B, the reflection coefficient 
depends on frequency. Nevertheless, for narrowbeam systems 
(the footprint is about 5 min areas A and B, and 50 m in area 
C) operating below 10 kHz over a muddy or a sandy seafloor, 
the total reflected signal approaches that of the reflection from 
an unperturbed sediment surface [10], so the vatiation of the 
refIection coefficient with frequency is not significant for the 
microroughness values considered in this study. Therefore, we 
hypothesize that the estimation of the absorption is not affected 
while the spectra calculated for two distinct acoustic refiectors 
are divided. 

Owing to the wide frequency bandwidth of the SBP 120, il 
is possible to estimate accurately the interpolating line of the 
spectral ratio, whose slope gives an estimate of the absorption 
coefficient [8]. An example is given in Fig. 8. 

For one particular trace, the spectra are calculated over 
100 samples (sampling frequency= 20480 Hz that is ta say a 
5-ms time window) and are averaged over the 50 neighboring 
traces to form A, and A,. The first spectrum is ca1culated at 
the water-bottom interface. The same calculation is done N 
samples below the seabed (N = 500 in Fig. 8 that is to say 
24.4 ms). Eleven frequencies regularly spaced between 2500 
and 7000 Hz are used to fit the interpolating line to the spectral 
ratio. Fig. 8(b) shows the linear vatiation of the spectral ratio 
with frequency confirming the previously formulated hypoth
esis. In this example, the absorption estimate is 0.26 dB/À. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the methods previously described are applied 
on the SBP 120 data collected during the CALIMERO experi
ment. The results are compared to the in situ measurements and 
others sensors. 

A. Rej/ector Tracking 

Fig. 9 shows the detected acoustic reflectors for line C8 [see 
position in Fig. 3(c)]. First, the algorithm automatically rejects 
the local maxima be10w a threshold [see Fig. 6(b)J. Then, il dis
cards the isolated local maxima and the small reflectors. This is 
the reason why only seven main reflectors have been considered 
although additionallocal maxima can be observed in Fig. 6(a). 
The signal penetration is quite deep (more than lOO-ms TWT) 
due to the presence of soft and fine sediments. The reflector 
position and slope are in good agreement with the maxima of 
impedance contrasts observed on the recorded data. The deepest 
refiectors are not detected because the signal is very attenuated 
at such penetrations, so that SNR is too low and the impedance 
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contrast does not clearly appear on the signal envelope [see 
Fig.6(b)]. 

B. Absorption Coefficient 

1) Preliminary Discussion on the Impact of Intrabed Rejlec
tors 011 the Absorption Estimates: In Sections IV-B2 and IV-B3, 
the attenuation estimates are presented for the main refiectors 
detected with the autotracking algorithm. In Section IV-B4, we 
calculate the absorption for thick sediment layers to obtain a 
mean value of the environment attenuation. In both cases, a large 
number of intrabed refiectors may generate interferences in the 
signal [I7] causing attenuation losses [18] and may degrade the 
absorption estimates. To address this issue, a preliminary study 
is presented here to evaluate the effect of intrabed refiectors on 
the absorption estimates. 

At PRGLI drill site (line C8), the attenuation between the 
seafloor and the last reflector detected (see Fig. 9) is estimated 
at 0.10 dB/À. Fig. 10 shows the unsmooth spectra and the spec
tral ratio at the drill site for 21 neighboring traces (actually, 
100 traces have been considered but for readability reasons, the 
figure shows only every fifth trace). The standard deviation is 
3.74 10-4 dB/À, which tends ta point out the significance of 
the approach and the high confidence bound on the attenuation 
estimates. This value is then compared ta the one calculated for 
each sediment layer (see Section IV-B2) and averaged by taking 
into account the layer thickness. The mean value is 0.12 dB/À, 
which is very close to O. JO dB/À obtained above. Thereby, we 
formulate the hypothesis that, in the SBP 120 frequency band, 
the attenuation los ses due to the intrabed multiples are insignif
icant. Moreover, in Section IV-B, the spectra are always calcu
lated at the interfaces presenting a step change in impedance 
(see Fig. 18) and a small transition between the upper and lower 
sediments. This requirement prevents the intrabed refiector in
terference from causing peaks and valleys in the spectra. 

To conclude, the spectral ratio method proves to be reliable 
at predicting the absorption estimates provided the requirements 
formulated by Schock [17] are respected. The inversion method 
can then be extended to calculate the attenuation of successively 
deeper or thicker sediment layers. 

2) 2-D Estimation Along a Track and Comparison With 
Drilling: Attenuation has been estimated in 2-D along a 
surveyed track for each sediment layer delimited by two suc
cessive refiectors by combining the reftectors autotracking 
a1gorithm and the spectral ratio method. The positions of the 
time windows il! which spectra are calculated are automatically 
adjusted to the location of the upper and lower boundaries of 
the sediment layers. In this section, the results are presented 
and compared to those derived from the in situ measurements. 

Fig. II(a) shows the absorption estimates along line C8 
(which passes through the PRGLI drill site) for the six detected 
sediment layers (see Section IV-BI). The PRGLI drilling 
position is marked by the white vertical line in Fig. Il (a). 
The corresponding absorption profile calculated from the SBP 
120 data is represented by the blue line in Fig. Il (b). The red 
curves in Fig. Il (b) correspond to the absorption values derived 
from the parameters measured in sediments. <l?, the mean grain 
size, in phi units, is known because it is related to the mean 
grain diameter dmm (in rnillimeters), which is measured by 
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Fig. 10. Spectral ratio method at PRGLI drill site. (a) Spectra calculated at the 
bottom and at the last refiector detected fOf 21 traces that correspond to the 100 
neighboring traces sampled every five traces. (b) Spectral ratio for the 21 traces: 
the slope of the dashed line gives an estimate of the absorption coefficient. 

il' = -log, dmm . The absorption values and the standard 
deviations are then.inferred from Hamilton's empirical model 
linking the attenuation to the mean grain size [16]. The ab
sorption coefficients are in good agreement with those derived 
from the dtilling, excepted for the layer characterized by a high 
absorption, whose position is slightly shifted. This difference 
is probably due to the presence of an interface with a high 
impedance contrast not detected by the a1gorithm just below 
the magenta refiector in Fig. 9. Moreover, Fig. lI(a) displays 
the horizontal continuity of the absorption estimates aiong a 
track. This comparison confirms the validity of the approach. 

3) 2-D Estimation Along a Track and Camparison With the 
VLF Sonar Data: The attenuation estimates have also been 
tested against the results from very-Iow-frequency (VLF) sonar 
transmissions between a towed source (300-1000 Hz) and a 
moored vertical array. Data acquired in area A have been pro
cessed with a joint time- and frequency-domain technique [4]. 
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Fig. 11. Estimation of the absorption fOf line C8 (dB/À). (a) Absorptions ca1cu
lated from the SBP 120 data within the sediment layers detected by the,reflector 
autotracking algorithm. (b) Comparison of the absorption profile estimated from 
the SBP 120 data (blue line) at PRGLI drill site [symholized by the white liue 
in Fig. 11(a)] and that calculated from the parameters measured on the drilling 
(red line). Refer to Fig. 3(c) for the PRGLl drilling position. 

The geoacoustic inversion procedure is divided in two steps. 
First, the speed and the thickness of each layer are estimated 
using a seismic reflection approach. Second, the path amplitude 
variations along a track are used to estünate the density and the 
absorption [19]. The applicability of this method in the CAL
IMERD case is valid because area A features shallow waters 
and a fiat bottom so the propagation medium can be reasonably 
assumed to be range independent. This method gives a model of 
the stratitied bottom with averaged geoacoustic parameters. 

The absorption estimates from the SBP 120 have been com
pared to the results derived from the VLF sonar. The results are 
shown in Fig. 12: The black dashed curve in Fig. l2(c) represents 
the absorption estirnates for the stratified bottom derived from 
VLFdata usingHolland's method [4], [19]. The blue curve corre
sponds to the average of the absorption profiles between the towed 
source and the VLF reception buoy (distance < 500 m) for the 
same three layers. The results are here again in good agreement. 

The southem part of area A, where the reception array was 
moored, corresponds to the superficial silty sediments charac
terized by low absorption coefficients (about 0.1 dBIÀ). The 
absorption for the deeper layers is higher due to the presence 
of coarser sediments that appears on the SBP 120 record in 
Fig. 12(a) with stronger impedance contrasts. 

Thus, by combining the spectralratiomethod with theresults of 
the reflector autotracking algorithni, it is possible to compute au
tomatically in 2-D the absorption profile along a line recorded by 
the SBP 120. The two previous examples showthatthe absorption 
estimates are in good agreement with the in situ measurernents 
and others sensors deployed during the CALIMERO experiment. 

4) Cartography of the AbsOIptioll Coefficient: To validate 
globally the approach, the spectral ratio method has been tested 
for the three areas surveyed during the CALIMERO cruise. 
To observe the spatial consistency of the results between the 
different lines of the survey, the absorption values have been 
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Fig. 12. Absorption estimates near the VLF sonar reception array [refer ta 
Fig. 3(a) for the array position]. (a) SBP 120 record and main reflectors de
tected. (b) Absorption profile (dB/À). (c) Comparison between the SBP 120 and 
the VLF sonar. The white verticalline indicates the position of the moored re
ception array. 

calculated for a constant thickness of sediments regardless of 
the refiector position. The sediment layers are arbitrarily chosen 
thick to obtain a rnean value of the environment attenuation. The 
purpose of such an approach is to simplify the computation of the 
propagation losses for sonar performance prediction. The results 
for the three surveyed areas are shown in Fig. 13. The absorption 
coefficients have been estimated for a 18-m-thick layer for areas 
A and B (corresponding to 500 samples) and 36-m-tick layer for 
area C (corresponding to 1000 samples) because of the deeper 
penetration on this site. The maximum values that can be chosen 
are 500 and 1000, otherwise signais are contaminated by the first 
multiple echo. 

In area A, the southern part of the area is characterized by 
low absorption (less than 0.1 dB/À) because of the presence 
of soft sediments, confirmed by the sediment samplings. The 
northern part shows higher attenuation that indicates the pres
ence of coarser sediments in the tirst 18 m below the seafloor. 
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Fig. 13. Estimation of the absorption coefficients (dB/À) just below the seafloor. (a) Area A, layer thickness = 18 m. (b) Area B, layer thickness = 18 m. 
(c) Area C, layer thickness = 36 m. 

In area B, the southem part is characterized by low absorp
tion (0.1 dB!),), which corresponds ta the head of Aude River 
canyon with the deposits of soft silts. The SBP 120 data recorded 
on the falling of the canyon have shown a penetration of about 
100. ms two-way travel time, which confirms the presence of 
soft sediments" as in the northwestern corner of the area. Every
where else!;he absorption values are higher (more than 0.3 dB!).) 
because of the presence of sandy sediments. Paradoxically, the 
so-called Roche de Sète area is characterized by law-absorption 
values, while being a hard-material area. This is due to a strong 
scattering of the signal by the rough seafloor interface, canceling 
the specular reftection. Moreover, we can suspect that the spec
ular direction does not retum to the reception array mainlobe 
due to the sloping seafloor on this rocky site. 

m area C [see Fig. 13(c)J, the horizontal resolution is lower 
because of the wider spacing of the lines (600 and 200 m or less 
for areas A and B, respectively). The largest penetrations (up ta 
130 ms two-way travel time) have been observed in this area, 
which reveal the presence of soft sediments (i.e., the absorption 

values under 0.15 dB/)'). Canyon valleys are characterized by 
very low absorptions (Iess than 0.1 dB/).) because of the pres
ence of very fine sediment deposits in the basins. Once again, the 
specular reftectionjs canceled on the sloping seaftoors causing 
erroneous values in the northeastem part of the area. 

These exarnples show the horizontal consistency of the ab
sorption estimates in sediments. Homogeneous areas appear; 
moreover, they are in good agreement with the a priori knowl
edge of the sediment distribution in the surveyed areas (except 
over significantly sloping seailoors). 

C. Reflection Coefficient 

First, the reftectivity values at the sea-bottom interface have 
been calculated for the three surveyed areas by estimating the 
maximum value of the signal envelope. The results are repre
sented in Fig. 14. 

Coarse and hard sediments (southem part of area A and cen
tral part of area E) are characterized by high reflectivity values 
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Fig. 14. Reftectivîty (decibels) at the sea-bottom interface. (a) Area A. (b) Area B. (c) Area C. 

whereas fine and soft sediments (northern part of area A, south
western part of area B, and valleys of area C) feature lower 
values. Sloping seafioors are characterized by weak reflectivity 
values because the specular direction does not remain within 
half the beamwidth and the coherent reflection is not success
ful1y recorded. 

The low-attenuation estimates in the southern part of area 
A [see Fig. l3(a)) interpreted as soft sediments seem to mis
match with the high impedance contrasts [see Fig. l4(a)) cor
responding to coarse sediments, and inversely, in the northern 
part. This is not contradictory becouse in this section the reflec
tion coefficients are calculated at the sea-bottom interface while 
the absorption coefficients in the previous section are calculated 
for an 18- or 36-m-thick layer. Such an approach gives an infor
mation of the full sediment colmnn and cannot directly be COffi

pared to the surface reflection coefficient. 

D. Acoustic Impedance 

The impedance contrasts have also been ca1culated with 
Eckart' s model and compared to the in situ measurements. 

lnverted microroughness values are not presented because of 
the insignificant dependency in the environment relevant to the 
CALlMERO areas. 

1) Local Estimation and Comparison With Sampled Sedi
ments: To validate the approach of Eckart, the impedance con
trast estimates at the sea-bottom interface have been checked 
with the various sediment samples collected during the CAL
IMERO-l cruise. Fig. 15 il1ustrates the inversion principle for 
one particular grab (BTB 120). 

Fig. l5(a) represents the reflectivity versus frequency calcu
lated with Eckart' s model for several canonical sediment types 
(sand Z = 2 or mud Z = 1.2) and microroughness values 
(rough CT = 5 cm or smooth CT = 2 cm). Fig. l5(b) shows the 
variations of the see function with the impedance contrast and 
microroughness [see(10)). On this plot, the sce cost function 
is displayed by keeping one of the estimated parameters con
stant and varying the other. The black vertical lines represent 
the pair (t = 1.93, ij = 3.2 cm) that minimizes the see func
tion. Fig. l5(c) shows the evolution of reflectivity, derived from 
the SBP 120 data with frequency at the sampling location (and 
neighboring traces) and Eckart's model (gray dashed curve) for 
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Fig. 15. Eckart's approach. (a) Eckart's model for several canonical sediments types. (b) Variations of sce cast function with impedance contrast and microrough
ness. (c) (Z, Ô") that best fits Eckart's model for grab BTB120 (CALllvIERO area A). 

(Z, if). An impedance contrast near 1.85 charactèrizes fine sand, 
which corresponds to the sampled sediment. 

The impedance contrasts calculated from the SEP 120 data 
have also been.compared to the in situ measurements (cores and 
grabs colleG'ted in the areas). The results for sediments sampled 
in area A are presented in Fig. 16. The positions of the samples 
are represented in Fig. 17(a). 

2) Cartography of Impedance Contrast and Comparison to 
Sidescan Sonar Data: To observe the spatial consistency of the 
results between the different lines of the survey, the approach of 
Eckart has been applied to the data acquired in the three areas. 
Fig. 17(a) shows the impedance contrast estimates for area A. 

The northem part of the area is characterized by low 
impedance contrasts (1.5 or less), because of the presence of 
soft silty and fine sandy deposits drained by the river Petit 
Rhône. The southem part of the area is characterized by higher 
impedance contrasts (about 2.5), which correspond to a sand 

barrier that crosses the area. Sediments sampled with a grab 
have shown the presence of gravel and broken shells in this 
area, confinning the observed high contrasts. Moreover, the 
impedance contrasts given in Fig. 16 are quite coherent with the 
geotechnical measurements. This sandy belt was also clearly 
identified (higher reflectivity) with the sidescan sonar imagery 
(455 kHz) recorded in parallel with the SEP 120 acquisition 
[Fig. 17(b)]. 

3) 2-D Estimation Along a Track and Comparison ta 
Drilling: The calculation of the absorption profile and the 
impedance contrast at the sea-bottom interface enables the 
estimation of the impedance in 2-D. Fitst, propagated signais 
in sediments are corrected from the attenuation estimated 
with the spectral ratio method. Then, the impedance contrasts 
are inverted with Eckart' s model at each geological interface 
detected by the reflector autotracking algorithm. Finally, the 
knowledge of the acoustic impedance in the water column 
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Fig. 17. CALTh1ERO area A. (a) Impedance contrast derived from Eckart's model. (b) High-resolution sidescan sonar mosaic (arbitrary decibel scale because the 
sidescan sonar is oot calibrated). 

[measured by the expandable conductivity-temperature-depth 
(XCTD) probes] enables to infer the impedance profile in 
sediments. 

Fig. 18 shows the estimates of impedance for line C8 and the 
comparison with PROLl drilling. The sound speed and the den
sity in the sampled sediments have been measured. The results 
are here again in good agreement. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper focuses on the estimation of the geoacoustic 
parameters in sediments from a high-resolution subbottom 
profiler. First, an algorithm based on MRF was presented for 
refiector autotracking. Then, the absorption of the compres
sional waves in sediments was estimated with a spectral ratio 

method that exploits the spectral content of the propagated 
acoustic waves in sediments. Finally, the impedance contrast 
and rnicroroughness were obtained by inversion of Eckart' s 
model. The approach has been applied ta the CALIMERO data 
set. In the three surveyed areas, the geoacoustic estimates were 
in good agreement with those derived from the in situ mea
surements. By combining the autotracking algorithm and the 
geoacoustic parameters inversion methods, it has been possible 
ta infer the sedimentary layers in 2-D (depth and range) along 
a track. This tends ta show that the potential of the SBP 120, 
and even more generally subbottom profilers, is high in terms 
of near real-time modeling of the sedimentary environment. 

When operationally implemented, the approach presented 
here could be of great interest to infer the geoacoustic parameters 
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Fig. 18. Estimation of impedance for line CS. (a) Absorptions calculated from 
the SBP 120 data within the sediment layers detected by the refiector auto .. 
tracking algorîthm. Cb) Comparison of the impedance profile estimated from 
the SBP 120 data (bIue line) at PRGU drill site [symbolized by the white lille 
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during precursor antisubmarine warfare (ASW) REA survey 
without a specifie deployment of acoustic equipment (sonobuoy 
or active source). It can also be a good complement ta geoa
coustic inversion systems to minimize ambiguities and better 
cons train the inversion process (prior estimation of the number 
oflayers, search intervaI of the parameters, etc.). Another appli
cation that is llnder consideration is ta implement tbis method on 
an AUV-mounted subbottom profiler to assess the geoacoustic 
parameters for conversion of the ASW REA operations. 

In the short term, a study is going to begin to jointly exploit 
the SBP 120 data and seismic surveys in the CALIMERO areas. 
In a longer tenu, fllrther work will consist in merging data and 
develop the ad hoc data fusion methods to take advantage of 
the complementarity and redundancy of the systems to build a 
unique 3-D image of the bottom surface and interior layering. 
The explored frequency band during the CALIMERO experi
ment extends from 50 Hz for seismic to 450 kHz for sidescan 
sonar; grazing spreads from small angles for sidescan sonar to 
high ones for subbottom profilers. This multisensor merging 
process could,help understand the influence of the parameters 
such as rolighness and frequency on the reflection or backscat
tering to improve the characterization of the bottom. 
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